






Introduction
Viking Window AS are specialists in the 

production of long lasting, weatherproofed 

timber widows and doors. Viking Window AS 

also produces wooden-aluminium combination 

windows and front doors. 

The company was founded as a joint venture 

between Estonia and Denmark and has been 

operating since 1996, and is founded on high levels 

of customer service, a good working environment, 

and fast and accurate production.  The wooden 

windows and doors which are produced by Viking 

Window AS are designs which have been in use 

for decades in the Nordic climate. Such designs 

are winning more and more admirers in Estonia 

because their high quality ensures a feeling of 

security which lasts for decades.

Acknowledgements 
that confirm a fine 
reputation 

In 1999 Viking Window AS was declared to be 

one of the most family-friendly companies in 

Estonia. In 2000 Det Norske Veritas gave our 

company the quality management system ISO 

9001 certificate – Viking were the first joinery 

manufacturer to be awarded this certification. 

In 2003 the Republic of Estonia awarded our 

company the title of ‘Best Exporter’. In 2004, 

Enterprise Estonia, the Ministry of Economic 

Affairs and Communications, and the Estonian 

Quality Association recognised us in the category 

of small and medium size companies as the Best 

Estonian Company at the competition known as 

‘Management Quality Prize’.

In 2006 the Estonian business newspaper, 

Äripäev, declared us to be the best company in 

Järva County, and in 2007 we were declared 

worthy of third place in the top of Estonian 

Construction materials. Enterprise Estonia, 

and the Ministry of Economic Affairs and 

Communications, recognised us as the best 

developer in the region in Estonia at their 

‘Business Awards 2007’ and the Järva County 

Government declared us to be the best company 

in Järva County in the category of big companies. 

In 2008 the Viking Window AS wooden window 

was awarded the certificate for windows with 

security glass and secure locking by the United 

Kingdom organisation, BM TRADA (BM TRADA 

Enhanced Security Windows BS 7950 & BS 644).

Environmentally 
clean production

It is our wish that customer satisfaction and a 

high quality of production do not come at the 

expense of the environment. During production 

we use one of the most environmentally-friendly 

renewable materials - wood. Furthermore, when 

choosing other materials we have preferred 

environmentally sustainable options, 

such as water-based glues, paints, 

stains and varnishes. In the summer 

of 2005, Viking Window received 

the environmental management 

certificate, ISO 14001.
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representatives in their respective fields:  St Gobain, 

Fix, ASSA, PN Beslag, Teknos, and Dyrup being 

some of the most commonly used companies.

Research and development

The company invests into innovative production 

technology and modern technical solutions. At 

the same time we are dedicated to developing 

our employees: within the framework of regular 

training, several training courses and workshops 

take place. We constantly test the compliance of 

the products with the requirements which are set 

against them. We have checked the qualities of 

the products in the test labs in Denmark at the 

Arhus Test Centre, in Norway at SINTEF, and in 

the United Kingdom at Chiltern Dynamics.

Quality Control

Upon receipt of any raw material we check 

compliance with the requirements for the job, 

and supervision is continued throughout the 

entire production process. Before delivery to the 

client the finished product also passes thorough 

a stage in which it is thoroughly checked. 

We pay a lot of attention to preventing errors 

and mistakes. Constant checking of our work 

ensures that each client receives their product 

at the promised date, and that this product 

complies with all quality requirements.

Flexibility

We have clients in Sweden, Norway, Denmark, 

Finland, Iceland, the United Kingdom, Latvia, 

Ireland, and Japan. Due to differences in the 

various markets which set ever higher demands 

for our products, we are able to work flexibly, 

focusing on the wishes of the client. Viking 

Window products have a five year guarantee.

Quality
Quality is one of our priorities. In order to 

achieve, ensure and further improve the quality 

of production and service, we focus on the 

following.

Client feedback

We organise regular customer loyalty research 

among architects, property developers, construction 

companies, and final consumers. This is how we 

receive feedback regarding the quality of our 

products and any thoughts and ideas on how to 

develop products on the basis of the wishes of 

clients.

Perfect raw material, top level suppliers

We use the best materials because only these can 

be used for making really good products. The 

wood which is supplied for windows and doors is 

of high quality and other components are supplied 

by market leaders. We cooperate only with the best 

33

Since 2007, Viking Window AS have offered 

products made from FSC certified and sustainably 

managed forests. The FSC supply chain certificate 

proves to the end-user that the product which they 

have purchased is made of materials which come 

from a sustainably managed forest. Products which 

are made of FSC-certified wood include wooden 

front doors, wood-aluminium windows, and 

double and triple glazed wooden windows.
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Product solutions

4

The drawings show only a part of the total possible number of solutions.
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Viking windows and 
doors 

The idea of the outward opening Viking or wooden 

window came from came from Scandinavian 

countries which are known for their rough winds 

and storms. According to Scandinavian joinery 

technology, a modern window must open outside 

to be fully wind and rainproof and must have wood 

which is treated in order for it to be long-lasting by 

using the vacuum deep impregnation method. 

Viking windows are divided into five groups 

according to their opening type. In addition 

Viking  also manufacture energy-efficient triple 

glazed wooden windows and fire windows.  We 

also produce front doors and balcony doors as 

well as sliding doors for a balcony or terrace. We 

manufacture all windows and doors to bespoke 

requirements, according to the measurements 

supplied by the client.

The Viking window product range now includes 

wooden windows with security glass and secure 

locking, which corresponds to the conceptual 

requirements of the Secured by Design code from 

the United Kingdom. Secured by Design is the 

initiative of the UK police force, and is which is 

designed to support crime prevention by applying 

standards which comply with higher security 

requirements to a wide range of product groups. 

The main idea of windows with higher security levels 

is to decrease the possibility of simple, fast and quiet 

breaking-in, preventing burglars from being able to 

enter through a window unnoticed - by breaking the 

window frame and handle section or by completely 

breaking the glass.

Advantages of the Viking 

window

Weatherproof. The stronger the 

wind or rain pressure against the 

window the more tightly the window is sealed.  

More freedom in interior design. A window that 

opens outside does not limit the drawing of curtains 

or their movement. Items can also be placed on the 

window sill because the work area of the frame is 

outside the jamb.

Easy to clean. In order to wash a turn-opening 

window, it is possible to turn the window 1800 for 

ease of cleaning from the inside.

Stable. Windows will have locks that close from 

between two and four points, dependant on 

window size. The door has a lock tongue that exits 

from three points.

Fixable airing positions. Thanks to the built in 

locking positions, it is easy to position a window that 

opens from the side into different airing positions. 

All windows with latches also have a micro-airing 

level.

Durable. The process of applying wood vacuum 

deep impregnation creates a highly durable, long 

lasting product.

Traditional and natural material. Windows and 

doors are made of high-quality, carefully selected 

pinewood and finished using environmentally-

friendly water-based paints and varnishes.
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Wood surfaces and 
details

Raw materials

Viking Window and front doors are made of 

high quality pinewood. When selecting the 

wood we rely on the A1-A3 wood quality criteria 

applicable in the Nordic countries.

Laminated timber 

Viking products are produced using laminated 

timber and finger jointing for increased stability 

and better balancing of the stresses within 

the timber for a more durable product. Only 

complete layers of timber are used within 

a laminate in order to preserve the natural 

characteristics of the wood. Laminates are 

formed using environmentally friendly and 

moisture-proof PVA glues.

Wood protection

The wood detail in Viking Window is protected 

against damaging fungus rot by treating them in 

a vacuum environment with special fungicides, 

one of the most effective treatments available.  

The wood is protected against decomposing UV 

light by its finish - either a transparent toned 

varnish or a non-transparent paint to the clients 

specification.  The finishing layer allows free 

breathing of the wood surfaces, expanding and 

contracting with the wood without cracking.

Finishing

According to the client’s wishes their joinery can 

be supplied with a white or coloured paint finish 

to any RAL colour or your chosen varnished finish. 

The painting process uses a base coat and then a 

surface coating which covers the wood grain and 

gives a smooth painted finish.  A varnished finish 

involves staining the unit and then coating with 

2 layers of varnish which allows the grain of the 

wood to be seen and enhanced. An extensive 

range of varnish colours are available.



pieces will stick to the film and will not fall apart. 

The glass will crumble into many small pieces 

with fewer sharp edges when broken and this 

will minimise the potential for injury.

Noise reduction glass:

Often recommended for buildings which are 

situated beside a busy local road, a railway, 

airport, or motorway. Noise reduction depends 

on the level of thickness of glass within the 

window unit as well as use of laminated glass, 

which has good noise reduction properties.  

Windows can be made to suit a specific situation 

and noise reduction requirements.

Sun protection glass: 

During summer, a room’s temperature may rise 

quickly if subject to direct sunlight. If there is 

a requirement to keep temperatures lower in 

summer, sun protection glass can be used – this 

is usually a toned glass or glass with a special 

surface cover suitable for the requirements of the 

building.

Stained and coloured glass:

Stained and coloured glass can also be specified 

within a window unit to enhance a buildings 

look and character.

Choosing the right glass

When choosing glass, the building, the living 

conditions in the local environment, and the 

client’s wishes should be taken into account. A 

glass package which suits one building might 

not be the best for another. Viking have a wide 

range of glass options to suit any requirement.

Energy efficient glass:

Heat is transferred in three ways: thermal 

radiation, convection and thermal conductivity. 

Nearly two thirds of heat is transferred out of 

the room through thermal conductivity.  With a 

Viking window the transfer of heat from a room 

to the outside can be decreased by specially 

selecting both the glass and the gas fill between 

panes, thus saving money on energy bills.

With energy efficient glass, one surface of the 

glass is covered with a layer of metal oxide that 

limits heat permeability. This glass will warm as 

fast as the standard types but radiates less heat. 

Greater efficiency still can be achieved if the 

area between the oxide coated glass and the 

regular glass is filled with a gas such as argon, 

which decreases convection within the unit. The 

thermal functionality of the window unit is is 

defined by its U-value. The smaller the U-value, 

the better the thermal functionality.

Safety glass:

In order to increase safety, laminated or 

hardened glass can be used within the window 

unit.  Laminated glass is still safe when broken 

due to the presence of a film between the layers 

of laminated glass. If the glass is broken, the 
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Glass Performance:

The following table shows the performances that 

can be achieved to suit your requirements:

Pane type Light trans-
parency  
(LT %)

Sun 
factor 
(SF g)

U-value  
(W/m2K)

Clear/Low E (4-18-4) 79,5 0,624 1,38
Clear/Low E with 

argon (4-18-4)
79,5 0,625 1,14

Cool-lite

SKN174/Clear with 

argon (4-18-4)

68,8 0,416 1,14

Low E/Clear/ Low E 

(4-16-4-18-4)
70,7 0,501 0,72

Low E/Clear/ Low E 

with argon 

(4-16-4-18-4)

70,7 0,501 0,55

Option 2: Glazing bars are glued on both sides of 

the glass unit.  A false frame between the glass panes 

gives the visual impression of separate glass squares. 

Option 3: Glazing bars are on the outside of the 

window and can be removed if neccessary

Option 4: The glazing bar is laid between the two 

layers of glass in the window unit.

Option 5: Where several glass units are used, the 

glazing bar is located between the units.

Glazing bars

There are a wide variety of glazing bar 

options available

Option 1: Glazing bars are glued to both sides of 

the glass unit

• Light transparency (LT %) - the amount of visible light 

passing through the glass in terms of the percentage of 

the outdoor light falling on the window.

•  Sun factor (SF g) - a ratio that compares the permeability 

of the sun’s energy through the empty opening of the 

particular glass type. The lower the indicator, the more 

efficient the level of protection against penetration by the 

sun’s energy.

•  U-value (W/m2K) - a size value that characterises heat loss 

through an area of 1m2 (one square metre) when the 

difference between the inside and outside temperature is 

one degree Celsius.
Pseudo glazing bar

Removable glazing bar

Deceptive trestle

Glued glazing bar 

26
 m

m

26 mm

61
 m

m

15
 m

m

25 mm

Pass-through vertical glazing bar
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For windows we use Titon and Hoppe handles.

If it is difficult to access the window from outside 

so that it can be washed, we recommend using 

the bottom turn-opened window or the 900 

window which opens from the side. The outside 

of a turn-opened window can be turned towards 

the room in its full opening position.

Triple glazed window 

The Viking 3K window is an energy efficient 

window with a triple glass package 

(U-value 1 W/m2K) and muffles noise very 

effectively. It can be produced as a bottom turn-

opened or 900 side-opening window.

Extras

We use Fix latches, PN Beslag and Yale hinges 

and Titon handles.

Titon Select Standard and Hoppe Tokyo series 

Windows

We offer windows with five different openings 

and various combinations. In addition to this, we 

can also produce energy-efficient triple glazed 

windows, non-openable windows, and fire safety 

compliant windows.
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Flap window

Window opened on the side Window opened from the bottom

90° window opened from the bottom Top hung window

Titon Standard Series 



The bottom turn-opening windows have a 

child lock in the lock set. The child lock can be 

installed on all windows with handles.

We use airing fixers Fix 760, Fix 86 and Fix 93.

All openings are equipped with micro-airing.
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Hoppe Tokyo 

Fix 86Fix 93

ventilation flaps 

Fix 760
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have lockable handles. Both windows can also be 

closed with a key from the inside.

Installation openings can be made onto the 

products.  

It is possible to install ventilation flaps inside the 

window jambs or frames.

A selection of covers for the Hoppe-series 

handles. 

A jamb extender can be used in walls with 

greater than average thickness.

•

•

jamb extender



Doors

We produce front doors and balcony doors. 

All doors are lockable from three points, making 

the door stable and secure.

Cross-section of the corner of the door with the board.

1414

We also manufacture sliding doors that are 

suitable as front doors for balconies, verandas 

and other locations which do not contain enough 

space for a door that opens traditionally inside 

or outside. Viking Window’s sliding doors are 

equipped with the high quality modern Sigenia 

AUBI HS Portal blocking system. The door closes 

via the latch and can very simply and comfortably 

be set into an airing position. The active door 

frame moves on rollers along the inside structure.
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Extras

We use Fix latches, ASSA kernels and PN Beslag 

hinges. We offer three sorts of latches: for a 

front door Fix 2151 and Fix 2002, and for a 

balcony door Fix 951F.

We combine the kernels with the twist button or 

blind cover in the following ways:

Locking cylinders Inside Out

ASSA 701, 711 twist button  kernel

ASSA 702, 712 kernel kernel

ASSA 703, 713 kernel blind   
  cover

ASSA 701 ASSA 711

ASSA 702

ASSA 703

ASSA 712

ASSA 713

Fix 2002Fix 951F Fix 2151

Twist button Blind cover

17
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ASSA 6640
(chrome)

ASSA 6640
(brass)

ASSA 6640
(matt brass)

ASSA 6640
(dark oxide)

ASSA 6638
(chrome)

ASSA 6638
(brass)

ASSA 6638
(matt brass)

ASSA 6638
(dark oxide)

ASSA Epok 1956
(chrome)

ASSA Epok 1956
(brass)

ASSA Epok 1956
(matt brass)

ASSA Epok 1956
(dark oxide)

ASSA Epok 1918
(chrome)

ASSA Epok 1918
(brass)

ASSA Epok 1918
(matt brass)

ASSA Epok 1918
(dark oxide)

The selection includes handles from the ASSA 

6640, ASSA 6638 and Epok series 1956 and 1918.
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The lockable handle Fix 876s, which is also used 

on windows, can be installed on the balcony 

door and can be locked from inside with a key.  

Window handle, Fix 83, can be used for the 

balcony door, which can be locked with the help 

of lock Fix 840 under the handle. The balcony 

door can be positioned into an airing position by 

using the handle.

We use door boards with a thickness of 26mm 

and 40mm. The door board is either veneer 

or MDF board which has insulation material in 

the middle. The outer side of the 26mm board 

has grooves set into it. The outside and inside 

sections of the 40mm board are milled.

40mm door board:
view from the outward side and above 

26mm door board:
view from the outward side and 
above

26mm door board:
view from the inward side

The jamb extender can be used where walls are 

above average thickness.

•

•

Jamb Extension
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MAIN OFFICE AND PRODUCTION UNIT
Mäo, 72751 

Järvamaa, ESTONIA
tel: +372 384 8900
fax: +372 385 3027 

viking@viking.ee




